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August-December 2017 
 

Asia and African Studies, British Library is pleased to announce a great line-up for 

August till December in the ‘South Asia Series’ ; a series of talks based around the 

‘Two Centuries of Indian Print’ project and the BL South Asia collection. In the 

upcoming months, we have academics and researchers from the UK and abroad 

sharing original and cutting-edge research, with discussion chaired by curators and 

specialists in the field. Pencil the dates in your diary and come along! 

 

Location: Foyle Visitor Learning Centre, British Library 

 

Time: Monday, 5.30-7.00pm 

 

 Monday, 7th August 2017 

 

Writing Empire: 

The Memoirs of Zahiruddin Muhammad Babur, Founder of Mughal India 

 

Zahiruddin Muhammad Babur, the 16th century founder of the Mughal Empire in India, 

was not only a prince and military commander, but an accomplished poet and writer. 

Among his writings are his renowned memoirs, the Baburnama, rare manuscripts of 

which can be found at the British Library. Beginning in the 19th century, English 

translation and reception of the memoirs have proven somewhat Eurocentric and 

narrow, focusing upon its autobiographical features. In this paper, such readings will be 

critiqued in favour of understanding the work rather for its imperial significance as a 

narrative of active empire building. Furthermore, the paper will consider Babur’s use of 

Chagtai Turkic in writing the memoirs, arguing that this choice of language is a marker 

of the Mughal empire’s celebration of matrilineal imperial heritage. 
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Lubaaba Al-Azami is an AHRC funded doctoral candidate in English Literature at the 

University of Liverpool. Her research project explores pre-western colonial encounters between 

Europe and the Islamic worlds with a focus on early modern English engagements with Mughal 

femininity. She is jointly Editor-in-Chief of news analysis magazine, www.the-platform.org.uk. 

 

 
 

Babur greets courtiers at the Id Festival (1595, British Library, Johnson 2, 12) 

 

 

 Monday 21st August 2017 

 

From Sri Lanka to the Western Front: 

Reginald Farrer's Buddhism 

 

Reginald Farrer (1880-1920) was an alpine plant collector, gardener, and the garden 

writer who single-handedly changed the way the anglophone world writes about 

garden plants; he was also a travel-writer, rock gardener, novelist, poet, and amateur 

water-colour painter. He became a Buddhist in Ceylon (Sri Lanka) in 1908. His first 

exposure to a living Buddhist culture had come during his nine-month stay in Japan in 

1902-3. This talk will trace the energy of Buddhist thought in varied works by Farrer: 

particularly in his account of temples and ruined cities, In Old Ceylon (1908), and the 

http://www.the-platform.org.uk/
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extraordinary volume of war propaganda that he wrote in 1917-18 while employed at 

John Buchan's Department of Information: The Void of War: Letters from Three Fronts. The 

talk will consider the poetry of his verse drama, Vasanta the Beautiful: a Homily in Four 

Acts (1913) and the poetics of his travel writing. 

Michael Charlesworth, professor of art history at the University of Texas at Austin, publishes 

studies of the arts of landscape, and his books include Landscape and Vision in Nineteenth-

Century Britain and France. He is also a garden historian, specializing in the eighteenth century. 

He has just finished The Modern Culture of Reginald Farrer: Landscape, Literature, and 

Buddhism (to be published in January 1918), which is the first full-length study of the life and 

work of Farrer (1880-1920), exploring the connection between British modernism and Buddhism. 

 

 

 

Front cover of ‘In Old Ceylon’ (1908, British Library, 010058.f.9) 

 

 Monday 4th September 2017 

 

‘In the spicèd Indian air’:  

the East India Company, Malabar black gold, and Shakespeare 

 

In 1609, King James signed a charter patenting the East India Company’s pepper trade. The 

same year saw the publication of William Shakespeare’s Pericles, Prince of Tyre. Soon, East 

India Company ships carried Shakespeare’s works to India. In 1891, nearly four centuries 

after Vasco Da Gama’s search for ‘black gold’ had landed him in the spice port of Calicut, 

the town press printed a Malayalam-language edition of Pericles. Titled Pariklesha Rajavinte 

Katha, the prose translation was completed by “P. Velu, Head Clerk, Revenue Settlement 

Office, Nilgiris and Malabar.” This presentation examines the curious case of how Pericles, 
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Shakespeare’s tale of a seafaring prince and a princess abducted by pirates, circulated to 

South India’s Malabar Coast. The play is rarely performed, and even the First Folio omits the 

play (possibly written in collaboration with George Wilkins), yet it appears in British India. 

Through exploring several British Library collection items, I connect the East India 

Company’s import of Shakespeare with the export of spice from today’s Kerala state, and 

discuss the resulting literary fusion.  

Thea Buckley completed her doctorate at the University of Birmingham’s Shakespeare Institute, 

focusing on Shakespeare in Kerala, India. While working at the BL as Cataloguer of South Indian 

Languages, she has maintained research interests in the region’s Shakespeare. She has published 

articles on Shakespeare in India and Pakistan, and her chapter on Tamil cinema and Romeo and 

Juliet is forthcoming in Shakespeare and Indian Cinemas (Routledge). 

 

 

 

 
 

Front cover of William Shakespeare’s ‘Othello’ in Malayalam (1942, British Library, 

Mal B 737) 

 

 Monday 18th September 2017 

 

Persian Grammar Books as a Get Rich Quick Scheme in Colonial Calcutta 

 

From the 1780s, the East India Company took an active interest in teaching Persian to its 

employees. Persian was the language of most record-keeping, formal correspondence, 

and courts of law in northern India at the time, and it was a crucial skill for young 

officers to master. At first, Indians and Europeans used the same curriculum anchored 

in the same manuscript tradition, but eventually some enterprising Europeans found 
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that they could make money by printing editions of Persian pedagogical texts, often 

under Company patronage. These were distinguished from the manuscripts by their 

higher price but also by having been "purified" by European intervention (sometimes 

with additional commentaries or translations provided). At the same time as the British 

argued that Indian Persian was decadent and ultimately useless (Company courts 

stopped using it in 1837), British preferences for learning Persian filtered into the Indian 

curriculum and changed how Persian was taught in India, including the promotion of 

the idea that Indian Persian was "inauthentic" compared to an Iranian standard. This 

talk uses a list of book prices from 1816 found in a manuscript in the British Library to 

show how printed and manuscript Persian pedagogical materials co-existed in colonial 

Calcutta.  

Dr Arthur Dudney is a Leverhulme Early Career Fellow at the University of Cambridge. His 

current project, “Making Persianate People: Histories of Literary Education Beyond Iran,” 

considers how literary Persian was spread and maintained in the vast region where it had 

cultural currency but was not a mother tongue, particularly India. He is the author of Delhi: 

Pages from a Forgotten History (Hay House, 2015). 

 

 

 
 

‘The Costume and Customs of Modern India’ 

 (1813, Asia, Pacific & Africa DRT Digital Store X 380) 

 

 Monday 2nd October 2017 

 

In a Place of Dreaming and Secrecy: 

College Magazines and Young Womanhood in South India 
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This paper unpacks the lived experience of ‘youth’ as a category of experience for 

women in early 20th century South India, through an examination of young women’s 

writing in college magazines. While a substantial literature has examined the place that 

women’s education held in the political imaginary in this period as a site of 

modernisation, the voluminous archive of women’s own writing on their experience of 

‘youth’ – a hotly contested and emergent category of popular discourse in the early 20th 

century – remains unexamined. In magazines and newsletters that were annually 

published in colleges, young women wrote poems, short stories and essays both in 

English as well as in regional languages. In this paper, I examine young women’s 

writing in two such publications issued by colleges in Chennai, up to the 1960s. I focus 

in particular on young women’s writing on the hostels, where many of them lodged 

during their time at these colleges. Recasting the hostel as a type of home, young women 

write about their peers in the hostel as a family of sisters, among whom it is possible to 

dream of futures that diverge from the respectable ideals of middle class domesticity 

that women’s colleges and hostels were meant to cultivate.  

Sneha Krishnan is an inter-disciplinary scholar of gender and South Asian Studies. Using 

historical and ethnographic methods, her work examines temporal imaginaries that undergird the 

experience of young womanhood in urban South India. She is currently a Junior Research Fellow 

(Post-Doctoral) at St John's College, Oxford, where she is working on her first monograph, titled 

A Future in Past Tense: Girlhood and the Ethics of Time in South India. 

 

 
 

Front Cover (1940, Asia, Pacific & Africa T 34740) 
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 Monday 16th October 2017 

 

Stages of Partition:  

Prithvi Theatre during the 1940s 

 

The history of popular culture in India reveals a dearth of interventions that directly 

confront partition in its immediate years. In the instance of film, this absence has been 

interpreted as the product of the industry’s wariness of sectarian controversy. Yet 

Prithvi Theatre, a group closely associated with the Bombay film industry, performed 

‘partition’ for the first time in 1945, two years before the actual territorial division. 

Founded by the charismatic and strong-willed actor of ‘All-India’ film, Prithviraj 

Kapoor, the Prithvi repertoire by 1949 included four original plays, Deewar (The Wall, 

1945), Pathan (The Frontier Man, 1947), Ghaddar (The Traitor, 1948) and Ahooti 

(Sacrificial Offering, 1949), each drawing on the origins and aftermath of partition.  

Nearly three hours long, the plays, according to their witnesses, came alive with 

powerful performances, constituent songs and visual sophistication. The plays 

premiered at the Royal Opera House in Bombay and would later travel to other venues 

across different cities in India, often visiting riot-affected areas as partition relief efforts. 

While the Prithvi Theatre gathered endorsements from and audience of Congress 

leaders, it also evoked hostile reactions, opposition and censorship. Perusing surviving 

transcripts, memoirs and press coverage, this paper reads in the repertoire both 

partition’s proleptic history and its creative force.  

Salma Siddique trained as a film practitioner in New Delhi and completed her doctoral 

thesis Between Bombay and Lahore: A partition history of cinema in South Asia at 

University of Westminster, London in 2015. Her research interests include film and historical 

processes, film archives, auteur filmmaking from Iran, and South Asian cinemas. She is also the 

associate editor of the journal BioScope: Screen Studies in South Asia. Currently, she is a 

postdoctoral research fellow at Berlin Graduate School Muslim Cultures and Societies, Freie 

Universität Berlin. 
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Image of Prithvi Theatre stamp from ‘Dīvār’ (1952, Hin B 13795) 

 Monday 30th October 2017 

Applied Cosmology and Islamic Reform in North India: 

Shāh Walī Allāh of Delhi and the Urdu Common Reader 

 

 The great eighteenth-century polymath, Shāh Walī Allāh of Delhi (d.1762), is widely 

regarded, in South Asia and the West, as the foundational figure in the process of 

nineteenth-century Islamic revival and reform in North India. This paper seeks to 

complicate current scholarly narratives by examining a thin chapbook - Maʿdan al-

Jawāhīr (Mine of Jewels) - lithographed in industrial Kanpur in the late nineteenth-

century to examine how Shāh Walī Allāh's interest in the fields of applied cosmological 

and occult sciences were consumed by Urdu readers in the age of the steam press. That 

interest in these sciences - often mischaracterised by scholars as 'folk magic' - lived on  in 

the age of reform and revival suggests that the need to revisit both the current model of 

Islamic reform as a process of disenchantment, as well as Shāh Walī Allāh's role in that 

process. The paper will use the lens of nineteenth-century print to revisit questions 

about the role of applied cosmology in late Mughal Delhi by considering questions of 

textual transmission, translation and the historiography of Islamic South Asia.  

Daniel Jacobius Morgan is a Ph.D. candidate in the Department of South Asian Languages and 

Civilizations at the University of Chicago. He has an MA (Oxon) in English Literature and 

M.Phil in South Asian Studies, both from the University of Oxford. His Ph.D. research explores 

the role of applied cosmological and occult sciences in late Mughal Delhi. 
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Title Page of Maʿdan al-Jawāhir (1879, British Library, 14516 cc. 8 (5)) 

 

 Monday 6th November 2017 

 

Princes, Politics and the Urdu Travel Account in mid-Nineteenth Century India 

  

In 1851, the young Tukoji Holkar, Maharaja of Indore, went missing under suspicious 

circumstances. Some said his mentor and regent wanted him out of the picture. Others 

speculated that he’d been kidnapped and taken to Calcutta by nefarious colonial agents. 

The truth was that he’d simply slipped away during a hunt to make a clandestine tour 

of Delhi, Agra and Haridwar. On his return, Holkar did something that was, at the time, 

doubly unprecedented for a Persian-speaking court: he wrote a travelogue, and he wrote 

it in Urdu. Following his lead, other princes across the region began to write their own, 

increasingly elaborate travel accounts, also typically in Urdu. By the end of the 

19th century, the princely travel account had become a recognizable category of 

the safarnama, or travelogue, genre. This talk will examine how and why princely travel 

writing appeared in mid-nineteenth century South Asia and argue that the Maharaja's 

decision to write travel account – and to do so in Urdu – served to stabilize Indore's 

legitimacy and legacy at a time when colonial predations had rendered these 

increasingly precarious. 
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Daniel Majchrowicz is Assistant Professor of South Asian Literature and Culture at 

Northwestern University. He is currently at work on two manuscripts. The first is a study of 

Urdu travel writing from 1830-1950, tentatively titled Travel and the Means to Victory: Travel 

and Travel Writing in Modern South Asia. The second is a collaborative project aimed at 

producing a scholarly anthology of Muslim women’s travel writing from across the world, 

entitled Veiled Voyagers: Muslim Women travellers from Asia and the Middle East. 

 

 
 

Image of the Palace of Indore from ‘Bagh I Nau Bahar’ (1852, British Library, 306.23.e.17) 

 

 Wednesday 22nd November 2017 

 

Reintroducing the Celebrated Niʿmatnāmah Half a Century Later 

 
The British Library's Niʿmatnāmah brings to life the gastronomic delights, aromas and 

indulgences of the 16th century Malwa court. Dedicated to the Malwa Sultans, Ghyias-al-

Din Shah and Nasir-al-Din Shah, its many illustrations and accompanying text provide a 

rare vista into the decadence of this Sultanate court and its obliging female retinue. 

  

Besides being one of only four illustrated royal manuscripts known to have survived 

from the Sultanate period, its rediscovery in the 1950s provided compelling evidence for 

the patronage of painting at a Sultanate court. Following the fall of the Malwa Sultanate, 

the Niʿmatnāmah appears to have entered a Mughal royal library and subsequently the 

collection of Tipu Sultan, the Deccani ruler. Evidently an illustrated manuscript that was 

esteemed over the centuries, this talk takes another look at the celebrated Niʿmatnāmah 

more than half a century after it came to light. 

Dr Preeti Khosla is an independent researcher and lecturer. A participant of the BBC Radio 3 

New Generation Thinkers scheme, her work on both Sultanate and Rajasthani painting has been 

published. Preeti’s doctoral research (SOAS, University of London) focused upon the artistic, 
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literary, religious and cultural exchanges that took place between the Jain, Hindu and Muslim 

communities of the Sultanate period. 

 

 
 

Illustrations showing cows being milked (right) and Sultan Ghiyas al-Din seated on 

his throne (left), attended by servants (British Library IO Islamic 149, ff4v-5r) 

 

 Monday 4th December 2017 

 

Publishing colonial science:  

the struggle to communicate the results of the botanical investigation of India 

 

 

The British colonial government gave significant support to botany in India during the 

nineteenth century. The botanic gardens that were established acted as foci for the 

investigation of India’s plant life for both scientific and economic reasons. However, it 

proved very difficult to decide in what form the information gathered should be made 

publicly available, and at whose expense. Consequently, publication lagged seriously 

behind the initial accumulation of botanical knowledge. 

Joseph Hooker, the leading British botanist in the nineteenth century was a key figure 

who attempted to address the situation. In the first volume of his Flora Indica in 1855 he 

said, “Everyone who has studied Indian plants … must have felt the want of a general 

work … to be a serious inconvenience.” He failed to publish any further volumes 

though. His Flora of British India took an immense amount of work, and many 

contributions from other botanists, and was only completed in 1897, when Hooker was 

80. This talk will examine why publishing failed to keep up with botanical research. It 

will also examine why some botanists preferred to publish in India, what sort of finance 
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was available to scientists who wanted to publish, and the gradual involvement of 

Indian writers in botanical publishing. 

Adrian Thomas spent four years in Kolkata on a British Council posting which led to a growing 

interest in the history of the exchange of scientific ideas. His research has focussed on the practice 

of botany in nineteenth-century India, and he completed his PhD at King’s College, London in 

2016.  He is now pursuing research in a number of associated areas including the career of Robert 

Kyd, the founder of Calcutta Botanic Garden, and the correspondence of Nathaniel Wallich, the 

superintendent there in the early nineteenth-century. 

 

 

 
‘Hortus Bengalensis’ (1814, British Library, V 2689) 

 

 

 Monday 11th December 2017 

 

‘No beer to be had unless prescribed medically’: 

Alcohol and Health in Colonial British India. 

 

The history of the British Empire in India is one sodden with alcohol. Drinking variously 

greased the wheels of commerce, eased the burden of colonial service, and acted as 

cause and remedy for multiple illnesses and ailments. The importance of alcohol in 

colonial India is likewise reflected in its cultural output, with the diaries, memoirs, and 

novels produced by Anglo-Indian writers from the nineteenth century onwards 

similarly awash with drink, from beer to brandy and beyond, depending on social 

context or the particular ailment the individual wished to avoid or ameliorate. However, 

whilst often considered a social necessity, alcohol was also a source of considerable 
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cultural and imperial anxiety, both in terms of its effects on the health of British troops 

and on the perception of British prestige.  

 

Using courts martial proceedings, medical reports and other sources drawn from the 

India Office Archives, this paper will argue that alcohol was a paradoxical substance in 

the context of colonial British India, regarded as an evident source of personal and 

broader public risk, yet at the same time still used regularly in medical practice and 

perceived as vital to the preservation of health in both lay and professional contexts.  

 

Dr. Sam Goodman is Senior Lecturer in English & Communication at Bournemouth University. 

His research interests focus on formations of Britishness in relation to literature and medical 

humanities, particularly around the history and legacy of the British Empire. He is the author of 

British Spy Fiction & the End of Empire (2015), and editor of Medicine, Health & the Arts: 

Approaches to Medical Humanities (2014). He was also a BBC/Arts and Humanities Research 

Council New Generation Thinker for 2015-16. 

 

 

 
 

 Image from the ‘The Military Adventures of Johnny Newcome’ (1904, British Library, 

012203.F.32/8) 

 

For further info, please contact Dr. Layli Uddin at layli.uddin@bl.uk. No booking 

required. Please come along! 

mailto:layli.uddin@bl.uk

